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(Gillette, Wyo.) This week marks the last week of an annual month-long voluntary closure of 
climbing on Devils Tower. While the policy has many adherents, there are lots of climbers who 
disagree with its reasoning. 

The mountain is considered sacred to a large number of Native Americans, including members 
of about six tribes native to the region. They have their own creation stories and oral histories 
associated with the tower. 

They perform a variety of rituals at the tower, including sweat lodges, sun dances, and prayer 
offerings. It’s fairly easy to spot the colorful cloths tied to tree branches and bundles left by the 
paved tower trail. To a Native American, touching or disturbing these items would be a lot like 
blowing out prayer candles in a church. 

Devils Tower is a hugely popular rock-climbing destination, drawing about 5,000 to 6,000 
climbers every year. Modern climbing techniques leave few lasting traces of the activity on the 
mountain, but for many Native Americans, the activity itself is offensive. 

In the early 1990s, a policy was developed between the tribes and climbing organizations, both 
sides agreeing that a complete ban was not favorable. Instead, they opted for a voluntary ban 
throughout the month of June, and this was added as part of the final 1995 Monument Climbing 
Management Plan. It was last updated in 2006. 

June was chosen due to its connection with the Summer Solstice. 

According to data from the National Park Service, a lot of climbers honor the policy. After it was 
adopted, the number of people climbing the tower in June fell from 1,200 to 167. The number 
stayed at about that level every June but began to rise steadily since 2011. In 2016, 373 people 
climbed the tower in June. 

The trend reversed in 2017, with only 269 people climbing the tower in June. 

“It’s important to recognize the needs of the Native American community,” said Erik Murdoch, 
policy director for the Access Fund, a climbing advocacy and conservation organization based 
in Colorado. 

The organization fully supports the voluntary ban, and they encourage climbers to honor it. 
Murdoch said they want to keep it voluntary, as there’s benefit in climbers personally choosing 
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not to climb in June. But if too many climbers ignored the policy, it could lead to more restrictive 
enforcement. 

“The Park Service could escalate it to a non-voluntary closure,” Murdoch warned. 

Leigh Lassle is among the hundreds of climbers every June who ignore the ban. He has 
summitted Devils Tower monthly and aims to complete his one-hundredth consecutive monthly 
climb in January. He is part Native American and feels a personal relationship with the 
mountain. 

“It’s spiritual to everyone who goes there,” Lassle said. 

He said the policy is overreaching and more political in nature than spiritual. 

He also points out climbers have a deep respect for the places where they climb, especially on 
such a popular spot. Lassle said he and his fellow climbers regularly help maintain trails and 
climbing routes to ensure sustainability of the popular climbing destination. 

There’s nothing climbers do that prevent or impede any Native American rituals on the 
mountain, he said. 

Murdoch said the uptick in climbers in June is in line with education efforts. Over the time the 
decades-old policy was in place, another generation of climbers are heading for the tower 
without understanding the policy. 

“Many climbers weren’t around when the issue was brought to the fore,” he said. 

The Access Fund, which is part of a network of climbing organizations, has been providing more 
education, and Murdoch said it’s resulted in a reversal of the trend toward more climbers in 
June, as was seen in last year. He expects the number to continue to decline in the years to 
come. 
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